The fair hotspot
management system
Mobile internet with HOTSPLOTS – secure and flexible

ABOUT US

VISION

Present

Future

First, the internet made the world global. Next, the internet
was made mobile by WLAN. Now, HOTSPLOTS lets everyone
provide internet access to their customers, guests or visitors
– easily, reliably and securely.

The constantly growing number of hotpot users shows:
internet access via WLAN is increasingly important for ever
more locations. In this technically and legally dynamic market,
the innovative specialist HOTSPLOTS is a strong partner.

HOSPLOTS has relentlessly pursued the goal of providing the
ideal billing system for your hotspot since its inception in
2004. Fulfilling this goal day in, day out is what makes our
clients so satisfied.

Ongoing optimisation is a HOTSPLOTS strength. It lets us
continuously extend our leading market position and sets the
course for the future.

SERVICES

TECHNOLOGY

Simple, fair & transparent

Security & quality that comes from experience

This is our guiding principle for approaching our clients and
business partners. HOTSPLOTS is for everyone seeking to
upgrade their location with a WLAN hotspot. Simple, secure
and adjustable to diverse usage scenarios and individual
requirements.

The widely tried and tested billing solution from HOTSPLOTS
is not least successful due to our comprehensive know-how
and extensive software development experience.

A complete system – many possibilities
This means:
	
Minimum investment and effort, maximum security
and functionality
	
Individual solutions: do you want to implement HOTSPLOTS
as a free service or generate revenue? Do you want to
use your hotspot privately or for commercial purposes?
Maybe both? You decide!
	
Full control: you determine the conditions under which
your WLAN can be used.

HOSPLOTS sets standards for operating ease, service and
security. Through active VPN routing, all users of your hotspot
surf the internet with a HOTSPLOTS IP address.
This way, your IP address is hidden. In case of misuse of your
hotspot, all traces lead to the HOTSPLOTS VPN servers. You
as the operator are invisible. With HOTSPLOTS, you will
always comply with the currently valid legal requirements.

The HOTSPLOTS model
HOTSPLOTS Biz

HOTSPLOTS FreeRate

HOTSPLOTS Partners

More service and satisfaction for
your guests – our economical professional solution for you

Free internet access for your guests
– maximum comfort with minimum
costs for you

Our partners are not only specialists for WLAN technology but also
for first-class service

Your benefits:
1. 	Simply use your existing internet connection or order an
internet connection directly from HOTSPLOTS.
2. 	You enjoy highest security standards.
3. 	You deliver a top-level service that sets you apart from your competitors.
4. 	Tickets and online rates can be combined as desired.
5. 	You decide the rate for your hotspot
and generate additional revenue –
or offer the service free of charge.
Naturally, you may change the rate
at any time or switch between payfor-use and free options.
6. 	Tickets can be sold to cash
purchasers.
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5. 	Includes a flat rate for free tickets.
6. 	Option: users can surf for free
without a ticket.

Support and Sales:
Tel.: +49 (0) 30 29 77 348-84
Fax: +49 (0) 30 29 77 348-99
Email: sales@hotsplots.de

Place your trust in onsite specialists
that possess precisely the know-how
your network requires. We attach great
importance on ensuring our partners
share the same high quality standards
as HOTSPLOTS.

